
WISEdata Release Notes: 5/11/17 
 

 

WORK ITEM Description/Comments 

*Note, the following Roster and Discipline items 
are listed to make you aware of development 
progress, but they are not yet in use in your SIS. 
 
Discipline: Removed sSEPA references in 
Discipline Actions 

DPI removed sSEPA references in the Discipline 
Action endpoint per SIS vendor request so as not 
to interfere with other special education systems.  

WDP: New SIS authorization method for Roster 
and Discipline access 

DPI implemented a new authorization method to 
give SIS vendors access to Discipline and Roster 
only when they have completed Ed-Fi 
certifications and WI DPI use case testing. 
 

Roster: Bug Fix--Staff data only visible to 
authorized agency 

We fixed Staff Section Association programming 
to restrict staff data to the authorized agency 
only. 

Discipline: Responsible school reference optional 
in Discipline Actions 

When entering Discipline Actions, DPI updated 
the responsibility of School Reference to make it 
optional. 

Discipline: Discipline Action, Incident, and 
association tables loaded to database 

DPI loaded Discipline Action, Incident, and 

Incident Association data values into the 

Collection database tables. 

 

Discipline: Discipline validations run after 
collections import. 

The Discipline job now runs after the Collections 
Import (for agency requests or 24 hour job). 

Discipline: New rule about acceptable Actual 
Discipline Length values 

 DPI put validation rules in place to ensure the 
Actual Discipline Action Length field only accepts 
values with one decimal place (.0 or .5), does not 
take negative numbers, and will not default null 
fields to 0. 

Discipline: New rule to check for only one 
discipline incident per action 

DPI implemented a new validation to make sure 
only one discipline incident is allowed for the 
discipline action. 

Discipline: New rule ensures Discipline descriptor 
is always submitted for an action. 

DPI set up a new validation to check that 
Discipline (descriptor) is always submitted in the 



Discipline Actions endpoint.  

Discipline: New rule to verify Discipline dates DPI implemented a new Discipline Incident 
validation to throw when the Incident Date is 
anything other than in the current school year. It 
will also throw within the school year if it is in the 
future.  

Discipline: New rule checking for Behavior value DPI has a new validation rule of 6663 - Required 
Field is missing, 'Behavior'. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Last Time Data Received stat will 
display the correct time. 

The Statistics panel was incorrectly showing a 
Last Time Data received as only the time the 
Student Record was created/changed. DPI 
updated the WDP Statistics Panel - Last Time Data 
Received to ensure an accurate time. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Pending Students number will 
reset to 0 after validation run. 

The pending students number wasn’t always 
refreshing before. DPI updated the WDP Statistics 
Panel - Number of Students Pending Imports to 
reset to 0 after a validation run. 

 


